Pull Strap for Tesla Model Y Hidden Storage Space
Installation Instructions

The EVANNEX Pull Strap for Model Y Hidden Storage Space has been designed specifically for Model Y and may be used to enable easy opening and access to the hidden storage space in the Model Y trunk.

An Installation Video can be found at evannex.com

Quick Start Installation Steps:

The EVANNEX Pull Strap for Model Y Hidden Storage Space is simple to install and requires no tools.

Step 1. Lift up the trunk well hatch so you can reach under and pull up the cover for the hidden storage area. Lift the cover up and out of your Model Y.

Step 2. Using your trunk floor as a work area, flip the hidden storage space cover so that the underside faces upward and affix the pull strap approximately 0.5 in. (12 mm) from the rear edge of the cover. Be sure that the loops at each end of the strap protrude over the sides evenly. Press down on the Velcro pads to adhere the strap to the underside of the cover fabric.

Step 3. Flip the cover back over and put it back into place, being sure that the two loops are accessible from the top of the cover.

You’re done.